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News In Brief 
Hal Mclntyre here for Tiger 
Ball — 
Betty Barton is Corps' Sweet- 
heart. 
Arthur   Banks   heads   Fresh- 
men. 
National Symphony On Way 
"CHATTER" - 
Read the new column which 
contains "tid-bits" about stu- 
dents and alumni. See who 
is doing what. 
Circulation   IJiis   Issue—5,500 
'-"He Roars For Clemson A & M" 
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L. C. Martin Drug Co. 
Has College Contract 
—♦— 
(Editor's note: The follow- 
ing information on the cur- 
rent book and supply situa- 
tion was obtained from the 
Business Manager's Office). 
Beginning with the second se- 
mester the method of requisition- 
ing and billing books and sup- 
plies for veterans will be chang- 
ed. The Deans and Department 
Heads have been requested to 
compile a list of material RE- 
QUIRED of a student for each 
course. These lists are to be plac- 
ed on file with the L. C. Martin 
Drug Company.. Individual req- 
uisitions have been discontinued. 
Instructions from the Veterans 
Administration State that "Ar- 
rangements will be made with 
educational and training institu- 
tions to furnish books, supplies 
and equipment or arrange for 
them to be furnished". It was 
necessary for the College to en- 
ter mto an agreement with a 
responsible firm and with the 
approval of the Veterans Admin- 
istration arrangements were made 
with the L. C. Martin Drug Comp- 
any   to   furnish   to   veterans   all 
Hal 
For 
Mclntyre Band Signed 
Tiger Mid-Winter Ball 
Di\ W. A. Sibrans 
Begins Practice 
At Clemson Soon 
Dr. William Albert Sibrans, a 
native of Bayonne, N- J. and 
more recently of Anderson, has 
announced that he will open an 
office for the practice of general 
medicine here at Clemson within 
the next few days. 
Dr. Sibrans, whose wife is the 
former Miss Mary Shuler of Flor- 
ence, studied pre-medicine at 
Fordham University and gradu- 
ated   in   medicine   from   Cornell 
University.   He   interned   at   the 
items   for   1945-1946   as   outlined   New   Rochelle   (N.   Y.)   Hospital 
and at St. Joseph Hospital at Mt. 
Clemens, Michigan. Prior to open 
ing practice in Anderson last Sep- 
tember,   the   37-year   old   doctor 
had practiced in both New York 
Clemson's new honorary Cadet Colonel, Aliss Betty Barton of Anderson, is shown, 
being escorted through the traditional arch of sabers by Captain Salvo and her date, 
Cadet Captain Bill Moore. She has just been presented with the coveted eagles sign- 
ifying her rank and is smiling happily as the members of the guard of honor look on. 
Honorary Cadet Colonel Selected; 
Betty Barton Of Anderson Is Named 
Laundry Promises to 
Cut Cleaning Time 
—♦— 
Dry cleaning can be de- 
livered in approximately one 
half the present time pro- 
vided: (1) Name and initials 
and (2) Clemson laundry 
number is put on each gar- 
ment in indelible ink. 
From downstairs, the in- 
take section of the laundry, 
comes information that laun- 
dry would come back in less 
time of each man would label 
his clothing and would make, 
a list for checking by the 
workers in that seetion, rath- 
er than having them make 
out a list for each man. 
"It is much easier to check 
a list in place of making out 
a complete one" is the con- 
census of opinion among the 
workers who have the intake 
duty. 
Mi&Term Class 
To Be Graduated 
On February 9th 
■—♦— 
To receive their diplomas, nin- 
ety five seniors will mount the 
platform of the college chapel at 
11 o'clock A. M. February 9, 
thus qualifying as the largest 
mid-year graduating class since 
pre-war  years. 
Dr. Sidney J. Crouch, local 
pastor of the Presbyterian Church 
and member of the faculty, will 
deliver the commencement ad- 
dress; 
Since the majority of the grad- 
uates are veterans and do not 
wear the cadet uniform, tenta- 
tive plans have been made for 
them to be attired in caps and 
gowns. 
Commencement Marshalls for 
the exercises are J. G. Hardee, 
agricultural economics of Loris, 
Chief; F. K. Norris, agricultural 
economics of Eutawville; G. C. 
Willburn, electrical engineering 
of Tillman; A. B. Robinson, arts 
& sciences of Easley; G. F. Lew- 
is, architecture of Orlando, Flor- 
ida; C .E. Lowder, vocational ag- 
ricultural education of Turbeville; 
W. M. Patrick, civil engineering 
of Ruff in; R. E. Christenberry, 
textile engineering of Greenville; 
J. W. Gillespie, electrical engin- 
eering of Taylors; and H. G. 
Reynolds, architectural engineer- 
ing of Columbia. 
Church services have been sus- 
pended for this Sunday morning 
to permit attendance at the cere- 
mony. 
New Corps Sweetheart 
Takes Over As Head 
Of Cadets At Dance 
• -«<■  
Miss Betty Barton of Anderson 
was selected Sonorary Cadet Col- 
onel, replacing Miss Adelaide 
Best of Fairfax, at the annual 
Military Ball on Friday night, 
Jan. 17. 
The new colonel, escorted by 
Cadet Captain Bill Moore, arts 
and sciences sophomore of .Sandy 
Springs, emerged victorious from 
the grand march, which had 
brought the couples repeatedly be- 
fore the judges. 
Colonel A. J. Thackston, Jr., 
PMS & T and Chairman of the 
Judging Committee,. announced 
the decision fifteen minutes after 
the intermission had ended. The 
other judges were Dr. J. E. Ward, 
Jr., Professor R. E. Ware, Lt. Col. 
R. D. Crosby, and Capt. G. C. Sal- 
vo. 
The "Colonel - elect" passed 
through a nrlitary arch of sabers, 
formed by the cadet officers, to 
receive her commission. After 
Col. Thackston announced the 
judges' decision naming Miss Bar- 
ton as Honorary Cadet Colonel of 
the Clemson Corps of Cadets he 
pinned colonels' insignia on her 
shoulders and kissed her. 
Immediately following her sel- 
ection, the new honorary corps 
commander exercised her authori- 
ty by cancelling Saturday morning 
'nspection. all in keeping with tra- 
dition, however. Another of her 
official duties will be carried out 
on Bowman Field, where, dressed 
in the customary all-white uni- 
form, she will review the Cadet 
Corps. 
A graduate of Girls' High 
School in Anderson, the new col- 
onel has attended Furman Univer- 
sity, and is now studying 
at Anderson College,, from which 
she plans to be graduated in May. 
After receiving her diploma, Miss 
Barton expects to attend Clem- 
son's summer session and after- 
wards, enter Auburn. 
Parr Named To 
Head Alpha Zeta 
—•— 
Henry L. Parr, agronomy sen- 
ior of Newberry, has been elect- 
ed Chancellor of the Clemson 
chapter of Alpha Zeta, national 
honorary   agriculture   fraternity. 
Other officers are Censor, Don 
Camp, animal husbandry senior 
of Bakersfield, California; Scribe, 
Ralph Williams, animal husband- 
ry senior of Gresham; Treasurer,! 
J. S. Alexander, horticulture - 
senior of Clemson; and Chronicle. 
B. J. Stanek, dairy senior of 
Lykesland. 
Reynolds Edits Paper 
In First Trial Issue 
H: Graham Reynolds, arch- 
itecture junior of Columbia, 
was acting editor of THE 
TIGER this week in the first 
test trial to determine the 
new head of the college news 
paper. 
General makeup, layouts, 
selection of pictures and 
supervision of the issue were 
handled by him. 
The next issue, scheduled 
for February 17, in which the 
new staff will be announced, 
will be handled by News 
Editor Tally  S. Fox. 
These are the two members 
of the present staff who vie 
for the editorship to succeed 
Osborne. 
Dr, Gable Talks 
On Atom Nucleus 
And Black Light 
YMCA Cafeteria 
Being Remodeled 
Improvements are now being 
made in the cafeteria area of the 
YMCA building. The space op- 
posite the cafeteria is being re- 
conditioned and tables are being 
moved from this area. Soon an 
auxiliary dining room will b e 
available for use when crowded 
conditions prevail. This can also 
be used for a private dining 
room o.n special occasions. 
In as- much as this occupies 
two floors, an additional floor 
will be placed there and some 
rooms made available for living 
quarters. Another improvement 
recently completed was the paint- 
ing of parts of the basement. 
Textile Hall Rooms 
Under Construction 
Construction has begun in Tex- 
tile Hall on a new corridor lead- 
ing from the central entrance to 
the office. The annex will form 
three new rooms, to be used at 
first for instructional purposes 
and later for research on various 
fibers. 
According to Dr. Hugh Brown, 
Dean of Textiles, one of the 
rooms will be air-conditioned and 
will contain new testing equip 
ment, owned and operated joint- 
ly by Clemson and the Deering- 
Milliken Research Trust. 
in the instructions.  In July  1946 
the   agreement was  renewed  for 
the   current   fiscal    year    which 
ends   June   30,   1947.     Beginning 
July 1,  1947  a new contract will 
be   negotiated  for the  furnishing^ "stete"and"Michigam 
of books, supplies and equipment 
for the next fiscal year. 
A cadet or a civilian student 
may purchase his books and sup- 
plies1 at any place they may be 
obtained. 
The Registrar is to furnish 
each veteran with a certified 
copy of his class "card. This card 
when presented to the L. C. 
Martin Drug Company will en- 
title the veteran to those items 
required of a student taking the 
courses listed. The book store is 
to maintain records  as follows: 
(1) Prepare in triplicate all 
sales records for the semester. 
(2) When a purchase is made 
by a veteran it shall be entered 
on his record and there shall be 
recorded the name of the article, 
the price and the date. 
(3) On the record there is to 
be a space for the veteran to 
initial each transaction. His full 
signature is to appear at the 
bottom of his record. 
(4) When the veteran has been 
supplied, or at the end ' of the 
semester, he will be furnished 
with one of the copies of his 
sales record. 
Paragraph 1 has been copied 
for Veterans Administration In- 
structions: 
(1) "Pursuant to the law and 
subject to the allowable maxi- 
mum expenditures for any one 
person, books, supplies, and 
equipment, including tools and 
other necessary articles, will be 
furnished by the training insti- 
tution   (or   arrange  for them   to 
Dr. Luther Gable, a uraniun- 
radium physicist, brought here 
by the Kress Fund Foundation, 
spoke on "The Nucleus of the 
Atom and Black Light" in the 
college chapel, Friday night, 
January 17. 
Among the many topics dis- 
cussed by Dr. Gable were cos- 
mic rays, television, x-rays, ultra- 
violet, and infrared waves. "Min- 
ature atom bomb|s" containing 
radium and uranium were pass 
ed about! in th.4 auditorium, 
thereby affording the audience 
with a glimpse of the actual 
split-up of the atom. These 
"Miniature bombs" were render- 
ed harmless by the elimination 
of polonium, the third necessary 
element for explosion. 
Declaring "we now have an 
atom bomb, 2000 times more pow- 
erful than all previous ones, 
three of which would blast to 
eternity everything between Bos- 
ton    and    Washington!",     Gable 
touched upon the significant sub- 
-be furnished), to persons enrolled jects and events relating to un_ 
m courses of education or train- *   ., . . ,      , 
ing.   Such items will consist only leashing of the atom nucleus   en- 
—Continued on Back Page ergy. '   ' S  • 
Frosh Elect Banks, Boykin, 
White, Arthur Class Leaders 
Arthur Banks, electrical engi- 
neering major from St. Matthews, 
defeated Frank Millians, engineer- 
ing student of Charlotte, N. C, 
in the race for the presidency of 
the freshman class at the polk 
on February 17. He succeeds his 
brother, David Banks, who held 
this office last year. 
William Boykin, pre-medicine 
from Boykin, was victorious over 
Hal Brockman, textile chemistry 
major from Charlotte, N.C., for 
the office of vice-president; Ho- 
well Arthur, textile chemistry of 
Bristol, Tenn., defeated Bob Hein- 
bockel, textile manufacturing of 
Manhasset, N. Y., for secretary 
and treasurer; and Mack White, 
engineering major from Charlotte, 
N. C, was elected historian over 
his opponent, Bill Gressett, me- 
chanical   engineering  of  Florence. 
Only 171 votes were cast in the 
election which was held under the 
supervision of the sophomore class 
officers. 
In a statement for The Tiger, 
the new president said "I am 
grateful to my fellow members 
of'the Freshman class for choosing 
me their president. I appreciate 
the obligations under which I am 
placed by this honor and I will 
try to fulfill them with good judgment    and    in    an    impartial 
manner. In return. I ask the in- 
terest    and    cooperation    of   the 
ARTHUR  BANKS 
members   of   the   class   in  what- 
ever things we undertake. 
—Courtesy The Anderson Independent 
GOVERNOR J. STROM THURMOND 
Clemson's J.Strom Thurmond 
Sworn In As State Governor 
Big Plans Announced; 
C. D. A. Says Dance to 
Be "Best Since 1942" 
—•— 
Tiger Mid-Winter Ball is to be 
held February 28-March 1, with 
Hal Mclntyre and his band on 
hand for the occasion. Bob Potter, 
new president of the Central 
Dance Association, has announc- 
ed that this will be, " the biggest 
dance series since Charlie Spiv- 
ak was here in 1942". 
Tickets will go one sale on, or 
about February 14, and an ex-. 
tremely large number of invi- 
tations will be made available 
to the student body. The dances, 
as usual, will b e semi-formal 
Friday night, and informal Sat- 
urday. 
In direct contrast to the usual 
policy, Potter also announced 
that the band will be brought 
here at a cost of thirty-five hun- 
dred dollars. Unit ticket price 
will be $3.60 each night, and 
there will be no block tickets 
sold. Potter further pointed out 
that if this dance pays for itself, 
the C. D. A. promises a big name 
band for Taps ball. 
Decoration chairman, Charlie 
Cheatham, disclosed that decora- 
tions will be in keeping with the 
importance of the occasion. Dec- 
orative plans include the releas- 
ing of ballons containing cigar- 
ettes from the ceiling. 
•- All C. D. A. committess prom- 
ise an "all out effort" to make 
this one of Clemson's "all time 
best" dances. 
Many Clemson Alumni 
And Students Attend 
Inaugural Ceremonies 
J. Strom Thurmond, Clemson 
graduate of 1923 from Edgefield, 
was sworn in as South Carolina's 
77th governor in inaugural cere- 
monies at Columbia last Tuesday. 
Governor Thurmond is the first 
Clemson graduate to hold thi3 of- 
fice. 
A crowd of more than 5,000, 
including many Clemson alumni 
and students, jammed in front of 
the state house despite the first 
cold weather of the new year. 
Clemson's crack drill platoon 
assisted in escorting Governor 
Thurmond from the Governor's 
mansion to the state house. 
Dr. D. W. Daniel, dean emeri- 
tus of the School of General 
Science and former instructor of 
Governor Thurmond's here at 
Clemson, introduced the new state 
head. 
Among the many distinguished 
Clemson alumni seen at the cere- 
monies were Fred^E. Pearman of 
Anderson. Kenneth Hodges of 
Bennettsville, Paul Quattlebaum, 
Jr. of Charleston, W. K. "Magill 
of Chester, Dr. H. B. Webb of 
Clemson, Sherwood Price of Wal- 
terboro, E. R. Mclver, Sr.^of Dar- 
lington, Earle R. and J. L. Alford 
of Dillon, J. M. Sprott of Man- 
ning, and Wade Woodward" of At- 
lanta, Ga. 
Also, Norman E. Byrd of 
Branchville, Albert N. White- 
sides of Rock Hill, L. B. Massey 
of Spartanburg, William Elliott, 
Jr., of Winnsboro, Jimmy Lever, 
Earle Graves, S. W. Cannon, Dr. 
E. P. Caughman, Fred L. Mays, 
J. E. Hunter, J. Stanley William- 
son, R. E. Stoddard, and W. L. 
Perry,. all of Columbia. 
The delegation from Clemson 
was headed by Jake Woodward. 
Others were Business Manager J. 
C. Littlejohn, P. B. Holtzendorff, 
S. M. Martin, and Sam Williams. 
The official student delegation 
was headed by Blue Key Presi- 
dent Will Kinard of Columbia and 
was made »i» o€ Cadet Colonel 
John Ervin of Darlington, Tiger 
Editor Ed Osborne of Hardeeville 
and Tiger Brotherhood President 
Lex     Sutherland     of     Columbia. 
Ligon Named To 
Head Methodists 
J. G. Ligon, arts and science 
senior of Heath Spirings, was 
named president of the Wesley 
Foundation Council (Methodist 
student organization), and four 
other officers and three commit- 
tee chairmen were also elected 
last Wednesday evening at the 
Clemson Methodist Church. 
H. L. Lancaster, Jr., mechan- 
ical engineering junior of Beau- 
fort, and R. W. Wiggins, educa- 
tion sophomore of Mullins, were 
both elected vice-presidents of 
the organization. Chosen Secre- 
tary of the Wesley Foundation 
Council was L. T. Judy, agricul- 
ture sophomore of Orangeburg, 
and T. L. Monroe, electrical en- 
gineering sophomore* of Marion 
was  elected Treasurer. 
J. H. Morgan, arts and science 
sophomore of Spencer, North 
Carolina, was named Freshman 
Adviser, and elected Chairman 
were D. C. Sojourner, mechanic- 
al engineering junior of St. 
George, as Publicity Chairman 
and J. K. Addison, electrical en- 
gineering sophomore of Cottage- 
ville, was elected Chairman of the 
Freshman Committee at this 
meeting. 
lexander,     horticulture   FOWth OM Concert Series 
WATCH FOR OSCAR! 
The truth will out ... a 
photograph of oscar will ap- 
pear here in the next issue 
of THE TIGER scheduled 
for Feb. 17. 
Late Bulletin 
3. R. Potter, civil engineer- 
ing senior of Spartanb.urg', 
was elected to the position 
of president of the Central 
Dance Association to succeed 
John Brady. 
Other positions filled were 
that of vice president, T. A. 
Covington; for treasurer, 
Thomas Henry Ryan; pub- 
licity, C. E. Cheatham; floor 
committee chairman, J. JV. 
Hawkins; placing chairman, 
Phil Kllnck; decorations 
chairman, Ray Lillard; and 
designer, F. H. Murray. 
National Symphony Orchestra Here February 15 
I The National Symphony Orches- 
I tra, hailed as one of the top six 
symphonic organizations in the 
United States, will present a con- 
cert at Clemson in the College 
Field House on Saturday night, 
February 15. 
Under the baton of Hans Kind- 
ler, its permanent conductor for 
the past sixteen years, the Na- 
tional Symphony is now touring 
the nation between concert series 
in its home city. Washington, D. 
C. Regular programs are also pre- 
sented annually in Baltimore, 
Maryland, and Richmond, Vir- 
ginia. 
The orchestra, organized in 
1931 by a group of 97 music en- 
thusiasts, is the  only nationally- 
recognized symphony in the coun- 
try that does not have any mone- 
tary backing from a municipality 
or from the federal government. 
Its total support comes from tic- 
ket sales and from the National 
Symphony Association, which be- 
gan with the original 97 members 
but now has over 10,000 contri- 
butors from all sections of the 
country. 
One of the high spots of its 
yearly season in Washnigton is 
the series of concerts presented 
in the Watergate Park. These con- 
certs, presented nightly, are at- 
tended by audiences numbering up 
to 20,000. 
Largely responsible for the 
quick rise and success of the Na- 
tional Symphony is Hans Kindler, 
who interrupted a great career as 
a solo cellist to help in the or- 
ganization of a symphony orches- 
tra for Washington, the only cap- 
ital city of a major nation that 
was without one. 
Kindler. who was born in 1893 
at Rotterdam, Netherlands, was 
a "wunderknid" and made his first 
public appearance at the age of 
ten. Soon after making his debut 
as a solo cellist with the Berlin 
Philharmonic, Kindler came to 
this country in 1914 and played 
with the Philadelphia Symphony, 
conducted by Leopold Stokowski. 
Then came appearances with 
many orchestras as soloist and 
tours in which he performed with 
Caruso, Rachmaninoff, and other 
great artists of the time. In 1929, 
when he was at the peak of his 
career as a solo cellist, he toured 
the world giving concerts in 110 
cities from the Netherland East 
Indies to the United States. 
The National Symphony Orches- 
tra, which will be composed of 
approximately one hundred mem- 
bers for its concert here, has 
chosen the following numbers for 
its program: 
"Overture" from "Marriage of 
Figaro," by Mozart. 
"Symphony in D Minor." by 
Cesar Franck. 
"Suite from Gayeneh," by Kha- 
chaturyan. 
"Caprriccio Espagnol," by Rim- 
sky-Korsakov. 
Money For Taps 
Space Due Now 
Taps space is now due and 
payable, according to a statement 
T>y Business Manager Charlie 
Joye. All money for space must 
be in by the end of this semester 
and a canvas is being made of 
all students by members of the 
Junior staff. Rates for individu- 
als are Freshmen, $2.50; Sopho- 
mores, $3.50; Juniors, $4.50; and 
Seniors, $6.50. 
February graduates may ob- 
tain their copy of Taps by leav- 
ing their address and fifty cents 
mailing fee at the yearbook of- 
fice. Others not attending school 
next semester may obtain their 
Taps by leaving their address and 
mailing fee and by paying the 
remainder of their activity fee. 
Those not having Taps space may 
secure their copy by ordering 
same at a cost of $5.00. 
Editor Wiggins announced that 
the book will definitely be ready 
for distribution before the end 
of the spring semester as over 
half of it has heen sent to the 
printer and the covers have been 
made. 
New Barracks 
Be Ready For 
Housing Vets 
Additional housing, to provide 
living quarters for the increased 
student body expected in Febru- 
ary, will be realized in the com- 
pletion of three new temporary 
barracks, Henry H. Hill, Project 
Director, has announced. The bar- 
racks, located in front of the Field 
House, consist of two one story 
buildings that will house 72 men 
each and a two story barrack 
that will accommodate  128 men. 
Furniture and equipment are 
being moved in to ready them 
for the new veteran students en- 
tering in February. Hill states 
that they will definitely be ready 
for occupancy at the beginning 
of the second  semester. 
Clemson's Housing Project con- 
sists of 50 duplex apartments, 
248 individual homes, and the 
three recently constructed bar- 
racks. Clemson was one of the 
first institutions to get its hous- 
ing jprojects underway; conse- 
quently, it is among the group of 
colleges that have larger hous- 
ing facilities. 
Federal officials recently stat- 
ed that, without exception, Clem- 
son has the finest project of its 
kind. Over one thousand applica- 
tions have been received for hom- 
es and now there are approxi- 
mately 650  on the waiting list. 
Professor Alexander 
Will Resume' Position 
Here In History Dept 
 -♦  
Professor J. B. Alexander will 
return here to resume his duties 
with the faculty in February as 
Associate Professor of History, 
after completing his work for his 
PhD in history at Vanderbilt Uni- 
versity. Alexander began this 
phase of work at the end of last 
summer's term. 
Psychology Students 
Visit State Hospital 
Members of the general psy- 
chology classes were afforded a 
first hand view of pathological 
mental cases during their visit 
to the StaHe Hospital in Colum- 
bia on January 15. The three 
hour clinic included interviews, 
conducted by doctors of the in- 
stitution, of patients suffering 
from organic and functional dis- 
orders. 
More than 80 per cent of the 
classes voluntarily made the trip 
which was arranged by Prof. E. 
E. Waite, Associate Professor of 
Sociology and Psychology. 
According to Prof. Waite, the 
hospital in Columbia is one of 
the best in the country. He ex- 
pressed belief that the students 
derived much material good in 
actually seeing the cases of which 
By   Their 
Wo r d s 
"Suspend  disbelief." 
—Prof. Lane 
- * * 
"If   the   Townsend   Old  Age 
Plan won't work, tell us how we 
can get $200.00 a month." 
—Doc Ward 
* *   * 
"Men, 5 % of my 'bull' is fact." 
—Prof.  Purser 
* • * 
"You like to sit in ease and 
watch Shakespeare's plays go 
fast." 
—Doc Taylor 
* • • 
"She's too stupid to go crazy." 
—Prof. McGee 
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Congratulations to Our New Governor- 
Clemson could smile with pride last Tuesday when one of 
her graduates, J. Strom Thurmond of Edgefield, took the office 
as the 77th governor of South Carolina. 
As the office for the entire Clemson student body, Clemson 
administration and faculty, The Tiger extends to our new 
governor most sincere congratulations with the hope that his 
future as head of our state government will be a most success- 
ful as well as an enjoyable one. 
And Best Wishes- 
Congratulations to Clemson's new Honorary Cadet Colonel, 
Miss Betty Barton of Anderson. 
Elected to this position of honor at the recent Military 
Ball given by the C. D. A. for the Cadet Corps, Miss Barton 
can be justly proud of her new station in life—that of being the 
sweetheart of 722 cadets. 
The Tiger extends to Miss Barton our best wishes for a 
glorious coming year. 
On Student Organization- 
Plans for the improvement of this college which have been 
advocated by energetic student leaders have consistently been 
met with an attitude of indifference and procrastination, when- 
ever and wherever presented. Analysis of the cause of this un- 
desirable situation shows that the most outstanding fault may 
well be due to the fact that the students have failed to give 
their total, solid support. 
Although we have had very few good examples of force- 
ful support, a demonstration of effectiveness of organization 
was evident several years ago when a local merchant was ban- 
ned by the student body because of high prices. As a result 
pf this ban, prices declined, services improved, and the situa- 
tion cleared itself. 
There is a definite need for more complete organization of 
the student body. The advantages of such a move would be un- 
limited, but one of the main accomplishments derived would 
be the student ability to enforce measures which were deemed 
necessary for the common good. 
The Tiger does not advocate that the student body or- 
ganize to the extent of making demands, but we do favor a 
type of organization which will be able to recommend with 
such a unit of force that appropriate action becomes com- 
pulsory. 
Got A Match, Bud?- 
The lighting situation at the college library is deplorable. 
'The majority of desk lamps have burned-out bulbs, and even 
if new bulbs replaced them, the lamps are so ancient that they 
would do more harm than good. 
Miss Cornelia Graham and her staff have conscientiously 
endeavored to make the library conducive to good studying but 
have seen a good deal of their effort wasted because of the 
insufficient lighting. 
Investigation has revealed that plans were advanced last 
July to renovate the lighting system, primarily in the main 
reading room. The Tiger cannot understand why action has 
not been taken to alleviate these faults. Those in authority of 
buildings and grounds should take necessary steps to correct 
this unnecessary situation. 
Better Checking Facilities Or— 
Checking facilities at Military Ball have been regarded 
as inadequate. The fee charged for this service has also been 
a highlight of criticism by the students. 
If the C. D. A. is unable to influence an improvement of the 
situation, The Tiger suggests that the holders of this concession 
be forced to relinquish their privilege. 
Notice To All Students- 
Unfortunately, everyone has not been receiving his copy 
of The Tiger. In an attempt to remedy this situation, we will 
begin to deliver the paper to every room in the barracks. 
All students living outside of barracks are requested to 
pick up their copy of The Tiger at our office in the basement 
of Tillman Hall, or send twenty five cents (to cover cost of 
mailing) to:    The Tiger, Box 269, Clemson South Carolina. 
Please be sure to include full name and address, or Post 




BY   ROBERT   CARPENTER 
This week is one which all stu- 
dents look forward to with equal 
anticipation — the week before 
exams. I have been trying des- 
perately to get this column writ- 
ten and have at last resorted to 
putting down a few scattered 
sentences between glances in this 
pile of books before me—wonder 
where they have been all semes- 
ter? 
TO  STUDY? 
Well, let's see what's in the 
first book. Ah, History (ancient 
at that), and so this is the way 
the whole thing started? Not a 
bad story; probably if I had read 
this through previously these old 
prelim questions would have more 
meaning  
Just as I expected, an inter- 
ruption. The guard has finally got 
around to bringing me a note de- 
posited in the Guard Room five 
days ago. It is a notice to get 
measured for my cap and gown. 
Maybe if I explain what happen- 
ed, the class will let me graduate 
in an old sheet or G. I. blanket. 
After talking to the Senior 
Class President, it was decided 
that I could stand behind one of 
the tall men, wrap myself in the 
tail of his gown, and we could be 
graduated together. The question 
now is will we both have the same 
diploma. (Perhaps after four 
years of C. E.. I'll get an Ag de- 
gree!) 
Our class not only is the first 
in the history of the college to 
graduate in caps and gowns, but 
it is the first class to have a for- 
mal graduation exercise in Feb- 
ruary. Not only are the clothing 
and time odd, but almost all the 
candidates entered Clemson in 
1940 or before—seven or more 
years ago (appears to be a dumb 
class, doesn't it?) 
Let's see, where was I? Oh, yes, 
now its Bacteriology .... What 
do I remember about it? Here 
is a note: see page 583. Just a 
minute, here it is: Beer aniWine 
Manufacture—no. I hardly think 
that'll be on the exam.    .... 
OR NOT TO STUDY? 
It's time for that mid-evening 
chow break, so if I can round up 
a couple of bucks I'll go down to 
the barrack's store and buy a 
sandwich and a pint of milk. If 
the married vets think that they 
have high food bills, they should 
try to support one of us for a 
week- It (the food problem) pre- 
sents a daily cycle: dream all day 
of that sla pof bread and slice of 
cheese, and they lay awake all 
night drinking soda and figuring 
out a way to pay for it. Perhaps 
that is the practical side of college 
life  
Men always seem to collect 
when the odor of food is in the 
air, so the nightly meeting of 
Sigma Beta Beta (motto: shoot 
better bull) is called to order. It 
has been wisely said that when 
men get together the topic of con- 
versation is one of the three fol- 
lowing: women, the war, or . . 
women. After the proverbial 
smoke cleared, this story came to 
the front. It seems that one of 
the fellows received a phone call 
from his gal in a far away city. 
After the last words of bliss pass- 
ed between them and he was pre- 
paring to replace the receiver on 
its hook the operator brought Trim 
back to the world of realism with 
these words, "That will be three 
dollars and a quarter, please.'' He 
was startled. 
The facts were then explained; 
she had called collect. WhaF could 
he do? All he had in his packet 
was a five dollar bill. He explain- 
ed hurriedly to the operator and 
then rushed out to the corner 
drug store to get some change. 
In the excitement he asked a man 
standing on the corner if he had 
three dollars and a quarter in 
change. The man replied m the 
affirmative and gave our hero that 
exact amount of change for which 
the excited one gave the stranger 
the five dollar bill. It was not 
until the student had completed 
paying the patient operator that 
he realized what he had done. So, 
if a meek vet asks you to give 
him a swift kick in the pants, 
you'll  know what his  trouble  is. 
OH. WELL, WHAT'S THE USE? 
The room is once more clear, 
the members have all adjourned, 
all is quiet except for some soft 
music entering the room via the 
ether. My eyes begin to wander 
about the room, then they alter- 
nate between the pile of books 
and the picture of my gal. One 
little voice firmly recommends the 
pile of literary collections and re- 
minds me of the oath of the col- 
lege professor, while the other 
little voice says softly, "It's bet- 
ter to rest your mind completely 
before an examination. Relax and 
write a letter." Now I ask you 
which would you follow . . . '? 
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There seems to be little doubt that the military instruction 
which is being meted out by the several advanced R. 0. T. C. 
schools is administered without the aid of the newest weapons 
and equipment. It does seem that the War Department would 
see fit to release surplus vehicles, training aids, and weapons 
to institutions which are training future officers. 
DISAPPOINTING  EQUIPMENT 
Sadly to say, we find that Clem 
son is forced to be pleased with 
having a complete issue of M-l 
rifles. We have had issued a 37mm 
anti-tank gun which, according to 
War Department admission, has 
been obsolete for more than three 
years. We also have a .50 caliber 
machine gun and several old mor- 
tars which must suffice for the 
eight hundred students in train- 
ing. 
Let us point out that we are 
by no means attempting to blame 
the Military Department of this 
college, for we believe the fault 
lies in higher echelon. 
As we see it—the Officer Train- 
ing program should be revised to 
include the best and newest equip- 
ment obtainable at the earliest 
possible date. 
INFORMATION  PLEASE 
! We wonder why the Kress Lec- 
ture given by Dr. Luther Gable 
on January 17 received so little 
advance publicity. Many students 
failed to hear of the scheduled 
appearance until the event had al- 
ready taken place. 
The Tiger was unable to ob- 
the necessary information for pub- 
lication in the last issue. Ap- 
parently there was no extended 
effort made for the dissemination 
of the publicity, and in view of 
its importance, there is no ex- 
cuse for such negligence. 
We believe that the TCress Fund 
Lectures should be given their 
rightful significance in view of 
the fact that they are very infor- 
mative,  and  also  free  of  charge. 
SYMPHONIC NOTE 
The National Symphony, which 
is  next to  appear  in  the  concert 
series, has been scheduled on a 
Saturday night. Due to the fact 
that mo'st of the student body is 
away for the week-ends, we ques- 
tion the logic here. There is na- 
turally a reason for the National 
Symphony being signed on a Sat- 
urday night; however, we feel that 
a substiution of some other avail- 
able concert during the week 
would  be  preferable. 
It will be a pleasure to hear 
the National Symphony—if we are 
here. 
A   BIG   BOUQUET 
Orchids to— the manager of the 
College Laundry, Mr. Dillard. 
While working under great diffi- 
culty, with inexperienced help, and 
lacking operating space and equip- 
ment, Mr. Dillard has finally suc- 
ceeded in getting the laundry de- 
livery on a Monday to Friday 
basis. 
Our laundry service was origin- 
ally built to accommodate only 
two thousand cadets, but, at pre- 
sent, is turning out good service 
to  almost twice that number. 
More power to you and your 
staff. Mr. Dillard, for a job well 
done. 
MORE   LAURELS 
We cannot overlook the accom- 
plishments of Mr. Lindsey, who 
has done an excellent job in di- 
recting the Mess Hall activities. 
Clemson men appreciate the at- 
tentive way in which the ^acting 
Mess Officer constantly checks on 
the service given during meal 
"and suggestions which will im- 
prove the service. 
We like to see a man who al- 
ways meets us halfway on the 
solution of our common problems, 
and we believe Mr. Lindsay to be 




Good health is a prerequisite to 
success in most of life's activities. 
It is so important that every one 
should constantly maintain a vig- 
ilant attitude and practice the 
principles necessary for good 
health which is of major import- 
ance in peace as well as in war. 
When young one has much vigor 
and stamina that the question of 
health does not receive much of an 
individual's attention. The ques- 
tion of health is left to youth's 
ability to produce persistance. 
However, when one neglects his 
health when he was young, seri- 
ous trouble may develop in later 
years—frequently when he is 
around forty years of age. 
The men wno served in the arm- 
ed forces received frequent phy- 
sical examinations during their 
period of service. Ownership of a 
copy of your medical records 
might prove valuable especially if 
minor defects were listed. 
The normal life saved while a 
student at Clemson with regular 
eating habits, military training, 
and intramural sports, may have 
had definite values in determining 
the physical health of the men at 
the outbreak of the war. The small 
number of men in the graduating 
classes and the small number of 
4-F men at Clemson during the 
war period seems proof enough 
that the student life at Clemson 
is favorable to good health. There- 
fore we must strive in perfecting 
this matter which is so important 
to every student. 
Mr. J. Roy Cooper, Associate 
Secretary of the YMCA, has in- 
formed me of the success of the 
intramural program. It is encour- 
aging that so many young men 
are participating in wholesome 
sports of one sort or another. This 
program may serve two purposes. 
The young men who participate 
obtain good recreation and exer- 
cise. Then this should be a source 
of providing good varsity material 
because surely among such a large 
student body there are capable 
athletes of the sort known as 
"natural athletes." Boxing, basket- 
ball, baseball, tennis, and . track 
are good college sports. It seems 
to me that the teams making 
up these sports could very well 
come from the student body as 
a whole. It is not preposterous 
to thmk that a great football team 
could be developed from the large 
Clemson student body. This would 
be entirely possible if there were 
some way to encourage students 
and let them know that varsity 
rank by virtue of its required ex- 
perience rarely comes to one in 
his freshman or sophomore years. 
Many men who come to Clemson 
from schools that do not have 
athletic teams would make the 
varsity teams at Clemson if they 
would be persistent and try hard 
enough. 
We want winning teams at 
Clemson. We believe that high 
scholarship and good athletic qual- 
ities are helpful in improving the 
morale of the student body as a 
whole. And the movement toward 
supporting the intramural pro- 
gram for health values merits the 
attention of student organizations. 
Finding good varsity material 
among the intramural teams chal- 
lenges the good scouting of the 
coaching staff. 
R. F. Poole, President. 
so many campaign stars can put 
up with such tripe as now exists 
in the cadet corps is beyond Os- 
car's comprehension. 
 Oscar   Says  
that it is rumored that "Miser'' 
Wiggins likes the "old enough 
to be your mother type". The 
calls have been pouring in. 
 Oscar   Says  
that if "Shorty" Collins were 
really the hard rock with the 
women that he thinks he could 
easily get a contract to -play the 
Alan Ladd roles in the movies. 
 Oscar   Says -  
that he (oscar) hears that Will 
Kinard has a new flame. Just 
another verse to the same old 
tune. 
 Oscar Says 
that Perrin Cothran is Oscar's 
No. 1 nominee for the Booby 
King Contest this spring. Clem- 
son should not fail to recognize 
a man for his talents. 
———Oscar Says  
that according to reliable 
sources in the inner councils cf 
the "Holy Joes", the "Boost Dan 
Pate" campaign was a complete 
flop in their realms of righteous- 
ness 
—Oscar Says- 
that Hunter "The Laugh" Park 
had a terrible time dodging the 
pyschiatrists at the bug house 
during the visit with Prof. Waite's 
class. They wanted to keep him 
there as an txample of complete 
mental deterioration. 
-Oscar   Says- 
that "Shoats" Reasonover is 
threatening to sue the newspa- 
pers in South Carolina because 
he was cut out of the picture 
showing the inauguration of Gov. 
Thurmond. He sneaked up on the 
speaker's rostrum posing as the 
Commissioner o f Sanitation 
which, of course, was only nat- 
ural. 
-Oscar   Says- 
that the Taps staff has a cozy 
picture  of Carwile and  Izzetta. 
Oscar   Says  
that Grimball and Albergotti 
have a big duel on for the hand 
of a Carolina gal. He (Oscar) 
thinks that she should throw 
them both over in favor of some- 
thing better which wouldn't be 
too hard to  find. 
that the past weekend proved 
complete destruction for many 
and disaster for the rest. "Pelo" 
Ervin b(roke a self-established 
precedent in submitting to the 
dangers of moderate inebriation. 
"Compost" Covington was sober 
for a change while our "lovers", 
J. Lowman and Tom Wallace 
finished the weekend more love- 
sick than ever. 
 Oscar Says 
that the week-in, week-out 
flights to the "Zoo" by Monty 
Califf are beginning to necessi- 
tate the "Califf Stay At Home" 
campaign. 
• Oscar   Sayo 
that he (oscar) was surprised 
to discover from the Blue Key 
directory that our friend "Fath- 
er" Evans belonged to the org- 
anization of W. C. T. U. too. 
———uscar sayc 
that it seems as if Frierson's 
days of "zooing" are practically 
over what with the establishment 
of a beachhead from Fairfax 
way. 
 Oscar  Says——— 
that if Cathcart wants a spon- 
sor for Taps, he might consult 
the issue of Life which contained 
Al Capp's latest creation, Lena. 
 Oscar Sayo 
that Leo Sheppherd absented 
himself a mighty long time from 
the dance last Friday nite. We 
might ask him as question sim- 
ilar to the one previously asked 
him in this column What about 
it Leo? 
Oscar says  
that Joe Jolly was in usual 
form this past weekend. By the 
way, rumor has it that he is to 
make his debut on the courts at 
Madison Square Garden next 
week. Listen to him talk. 
Oscar  Says  
that Steve Ivey has been room- 
ing with Muchison so long that 
he is beginning to adhere to his 
ways. Read the last oscar column 
for complete details. 
 Oscar  Says  
that "Lex" Sutherland is 
searching for new fields in which 






7 p. m. Red Cross Field Rep- 
resentative will conduct life- 
saving courses at the YMCA. 
January 28— 
7 p. m. Meeting of Forum 
Club, Physics Building. 
8 p. m. Meeting of Tiger 
Brotherhood. 
8:30 p. m. Meeting of Mu Beta 
Psi. 
January 31— 
7:15 p. m. Informal Music Ap- 
preciation  Talk,  YMCA. 
Between 
Us Tigers 
BY  JOHNNY   ERVIN 
BY  HOWELL  ARTHUR 
WHAT IMPROVEMENTS CAN YOU SUGGEST 
THAT MIGHT BE MADE IN THE OLD GRAYS 
WHEN THE CADET CORPS GOES BACK TO 
THAT UNIFORM? 
In past years, Clemson has boasted of the beauties of the Clemson 
campus. It has been recognized by others as being one of the most 
beautiful in the nation. We may attribute this recognition to possibly 
three chief factors: natural landscaping, architectural beauty, and 
last but not least, cleanliness. 
The administration has adequately provided garbage disposal units 
situated at strategic points on the campus. It is obvious that the 
students themselves are making very little effort to use them. Cigarets, 
papers, and other trash are scattered at the entrance of all of our 
buildings. What places on the campus would be more noticeable to an 
inspector.visitor, or guest? What opinions would be quickly, if incor- 
rectly,  formed because  of these  conditions? 
Clemson was well represented at the inaugural ceremony in 
Columbia last week. The Tiger platoon put on an excellent demon- 
stration in the parade down Main Street to the capitol. Citadel 
was there with a special platoon and band, and a platoon o£ the 
Columbia Home Guard was also present. We could not hcfip but 
notice the difference in the appearance of the uniforms of the 
three groups. 
The Tiger platoon, in our opinion, was hands down the best of 
the three in precision of movement. However, standing below the 
speaker's rostrum, the three groups were very much in contrast. 
It was the best illustration of the crying need for a new Clemson 
uniform that I have yet seen. It was obvious that the regular Army 
uniform would not be suitable for an ROTC college and it was also 
obvious that Citadel in their complete and authorized greys far over- 
shadowed our platoon. Let us keep this instance in mind in our con- 
stant movement for a greater Clemson. 
Send a subscription of The Tiger to a friend. 
tion The Tiffer offers a complete 
and accurate coverage of student 
and alumni news. 
The Tiger is attempting to in- 
crease its circulation; your fin- 
ancil help is needed. In exchange 
for  the  price  of  your  subscrip- 
Dear Sir: 
Please enter my name on your subscription list. 
I am enclosing the regular subscription price of two 
dollars. 
Name   >-  
Adkiress    
] 
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Major Harold S. Tate. textile 
industrial education of '25, sent 
the college a very colorful and in- 
formative exhibit portraying the 
growth and life of the silkworm. 
Major Tate, an associate profes- 
sor of vocational education at 
Clemson before accepting a com- 
mission in the army, is stationed' 
in Japan. His wife and 16-year- 
old son left Clemson a few months 
ago to join him in Tokyo  
Dr. D. W. Daniel, dean emeritus 
of the School of Arts and Sciences, 
made a "return engagement" Jan- 
uary 17th at the Carlisle Bar- 
racks, Pennsylvania, to address a 
senior class of officer candidates. 
Many engagements have been 
announced in the last few weeks. 
Wilbur Greyard, textile engineer- 
ing senior of Greenville, is to 
marry Miss Ruth Ellis, also of 
Greenville, on February 11. An 
honor student and top man on last 
year's tennis team, Greyard will 
graduate in February ..... Nor- 
man Skinner, electrical engineer- 
ing senior of Greenville, tells us 
that he is planning to marry Miss 
Norma Nelson, a resident of An- 
derson who is now £oing to Fur- 
roan. After Skinner graduates 
next month, Norma and Norman 
plan to live in Hampton, Virginia. 
Announcement was made 
recently of the engagement of 
Jane Hammet, Furman graduate 
of Greenville, to Jimmie Seacord, 
textile engineering senior from 
Greenville.  
A football great in 1935, Stan- 
ley Fellers, graduate in general 
science, has been discharged from 
the army and has returned to the 
laundry business, taking a position 
with a concern in Walterboro. . . 
. . Arthur Williams, textile chem- 
istry '36 and cadet colonel while 
here, is now connected with the 
legal department of the South 
Carolina Electric and Gas Com- 
pany  President  of this 
utility company is S. C. "Slick" 
McMeekin, mechanical engineering 
'23, who is now president .of the 
Clemson Alumni Corporation . . . 
Word comes to us by way of 
Coach Frank Howard that Jess 
Neely's Cadillac has shrunk un 
until it is now an everyday Ford. 
The two old friends met at the 
meeting of the National Coaches 
Association of America at New 
York,   and   there   they   swapped 
yarns A new chapter of 
Clemson Alumni has been organi- 
W. H. Funchess. 3, Roseville: 
Leave the gary uniform as it was. 
W. H. Lake, 3, Walhalla: ETO 
jackets instead of blouses. 
M. W. White, 1, Charlotte, N. 
C: ETO jackets instead of 
blouses, light-weight summer uni- 
form. 
P. R. Lundsford, 2, Charlotte, 
N. C: The main thing is to get 
anything besides this morbid 
khaki that we have now. 
J. G. Hickerson, 2, Greensboro. 
N. C: A high-collared West Point 
style blouse for dress wear and 
a service uniform for everyday 
wear. 
F. A. Williams, 1, Charlotte, 
N. C: ETO jackets, navy style 
summer uniform, stiff dress uni- 
form. 
D. B. Plyler, 2, Lancaster: ETO 
jackets. 
J. E. Millsaps, 2. Gable: ETO 
jackets instead of blouses. 
D. B. Euwer, 3, Greenville: 
Leave the gray uniform as it was. 
G. P. Reid, 2, Greenville: I 
think the old uniform was mighty 
fine, and just hope that we get it 
baqk. 
..E. H. Pittman, 3, Bishopville: 
I don't think the old grays could 
be improved upon, unless some 
nutsier lapel insignia could be de- 
signed. 
W. L. Hamrick, 3. Gaffney: 
ETO jackets to take the place of 
blouses, red stripe instead of the 
old  black   one  for  pants. 
W. B. Nunn, 4, Andrews: ETO 
jackets for campus wear, with 
blouses for formal occasions. 
H. F. Frierson, 4, Union: 
Blouses made in the form of bat- 
tle  jackets. 
J. W. Evans, 4, Kingstree: Dif- 
ferent   shoulder  patch. 
F. K. Norris, 3. Eutawville: 
Battle jackets instead of blouses. 
J. E. Bell, 2, Orangeburg: Bat- 
tle jackets instead of blouses. 
A. E. Punaro, 3, North Augus- 
ta:  Blouses for campus use with 
ETO jackets for formal occasions. 
H. I. Seigel, 2, New York, N. Y.: 
Long  overcoats with red capes. 
A. W. Potter, 1, Tampa, Fla.: 
ETO jackets instead of blouses, 
and summer uniforms. 
E. W. Daniel, 1, Sandersville, 
Ga.: White shirts instead of old- 
style gray ones. 
J. C. CardweM, 1, Lenoir City, 
Tenn.: ETO jackets instead of 
blouses. 
J. A. Ix, 2, Charlottesville, Va.jg 
ETO jackets and metal ROTC and 
crossed   rifle  insignia. 
T.  W.   Lewis,   1.   Spartanburg. 
ETO jackets instead of blouses. 
J. R. Ivester, 2, Walhalla: ETO 
jackets instead of blouses. 
R. O. Watson, 2, Blaney: Long 
overcoats  with   capes. 
J. M. Brown, 2, Mountain Rest: 
Long overcoats with capes. 
H. L. Herndon, 2, Ehrhardt: 
ETO   jackets   instead  of  blouses. 
V. C. Oxner, 2, Kinards: ETO 
jackets   instead   of  blouses. 
D. C. Sojourner. 3, St. George: . 
Leave the gray uniform as it was. J 
G.   F.   Lewis,   3,   Orlando,  Fla.: 
A major change in the cut of the j 
blouse. 
T. F. Stackhouse, 3, Florence i\ 
I dont want .to change back to | 
the grays. 
W.   D.   Graham,   3,   Rock   Hill: 
I   don't  believe   in   changing  thej 
old uniform, since it is something! 
of a tradition at Clemson. 
F. A. Bailey, 3. Charleston: Wei 
should have a copy of the uniform! 
worn by Terry Lee and Hotshotl 
Charlie in Terry and the Pirates.r 
J. J. Littlejohn, 1, Spartanburg:! 
ETO jacket, high-collared dressl 
uniform with cross straps, red-f 
lined long overcoat and short cape] 
Also, there should be definite dis-l 
tinction between junior and senior) 
ROTC units. 
E. A. Smith, 1, Spartanburg^ 
Crossed rifles for insignia, ETC 
jackets, white shirts, short over-| 
coats. 
zed in Walterboro with their first 
meeting  being  held   on   February 
15 Also Danville, Virginia, 
has a new chapter of alumni. Pres- 
ident of the group is M. C. Ellison, 
chemical   engineering   '24. 
Thomas Belton Laney, agrono- 
my junior of Cheraw, is engaged 
to Frances Ervin of Bennettsville, 
but no definite date has been set 
for the marriage ceremony . . . . 
Charles B. Smith, civil engineer- 
ing freshman of Spartanburg, and 
Mary Evans, Limestone junior, 
were wed recently. Mrs. Smith is 
now living in Spartanburg. bufl 
will join her husband here as soorf 
as a "prefab" can be obtained . 
John Ligon, general science* 
senior of Heath Springs,'is td 
marry Miss Ruth Wilson, a junio^ 
at Penn State, on February 18 
The couple will live with Mrs] 
B.  B. Burley on the campus. 
Anyone desiring to get a smal 
news   item   about   anything   cor] 
cerning Clemson or its people 
this column may do so by sendin 
the news to "Chatter," The Tige, 
Box 269, Clemson. S. C. 
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Call Is Issued For Baseball And Track Prospects 
Hinson To Call 
Meeting Of All 
Prospects Today 
Baseball practice will soon be 
underway at Clemson. Coach 
Randy Hinson announced last 
week that pitchers and catchers 
would begin working out in the 
field house today, and that full 
sessions would come after exams. 
A meeting of all baseball pros- 
pects will be held today in the 
field house in an effort to get 
things lined up for the coming 
season. 4 
Coach Hinson said that the 
baseball schedule is still incom- 
plete, but that around 25 games 
have already been scheduled, and 
several more will be added. Hin- 
son also commented that most o; 
the games will be held at Clem 
son this year. 
Any pitcher or catcher is ask- 
ed to get in touch with Hinson 
St" the field house anytime aite.- 
today, and that after exams, r 
call will be given for all diamond 





BY  BOB  BRADLEY 
RECENT MEETINGS OF IN- 
TEREST: The Charlotte Af.umni 
Club held its regular monthly 
meeting on January 13 in the 
Carolina City, and a nice steak 
supper was enjoyed by 35 or 40 
members and friends. President 
Leon R. Young presided, and 
Coach Frank Howard and Walter 
Tilley spoke briefly. Carroll Ham- 
bright, former Tiger lineman, in- 
troduced Coach Howard, after 
which pictures of the Clemson- 
Auburn game were shown. The 
next meeting of the club will be 
held on February 10, and election 
of officers will be held at this 
get-together .... The Colleton 
County Club had a meeting in 
Walterboro January 15 with ap- 
proximately 50 members in at- 
tendance. After a delicious steak 
supper, the gathering enjoyed a 
talk by "Uncle Jake" Woodward 
on "Aims of Clemson's Trnphasis 
of Education of Every Boy Who 
Wants it." Coach Howard made 
some comments on football, and 
the Tiger supporters enjoyed 
movies of the Clemson-Auburn 
game. Another meeting will be 
held in the near future. The club 
meetings are held each quarter. 
.... The Columbia Clemson Club 
will have a meeting on January 
27 at the Wade Hampton Hotel. 
Coach Howard, Walter Tilley, and 
several other Clemson coaches are 
expected to attend Con- 
gratulations to the Tiger men of 
Saluda County! Clemson men of 
that county have taken the first 
step for a bigger and better 
IPTAY organization by sending a 
list of names to the Clemson Ath- 
letic Office of men interested in 
reorganizing a Saluda County 
Club. A tentative meeting date 
has been set for February 7, and 
any Saluda County man who is 
interested in joining this club may 
write Frank Kearse at the County 
Agent's Office in Saluda, and get 
additional information Ac- 
cording to T. H. Adams of the 
1906 class, the New York Chapter 
of the Clemson Alumni Club will 
hold a meeting in New York on 
January 29 at Schroft's Restau- 
rant on Lexington Avenue at 42nd 
Street. Professor Sam Rhodes of 
the Engineering Department is 
expected to attend this meeting. 
The Spartanburg - Clemson Club 
held a meeting last Tuesday night 




BY BUD OLSON 
W. A. "Heavy" Holshouser, arts 
and sciences freshman from Er- 
win, Tennessee, is Clemson's out- 
standing center for the current 
hardwood season The six feet, 
four and one half inch basketeer 
has racked up approximately 
eight points per game this sea- 
son, and had a seasons total of 
61 points. Holshouser has been 
one of the main components in 
giving rival quintets trouble with 
his offensive as well as defensive 
play. 
"Hols" graduated from high 
school in 1941, and was captain 
and center of the basketball 
team for three years. He also 
played football and participated 
in track  events. 
After graduating from high 
school, Holshouser worked for the 
Glen Martin Aircraft Company 
in Baltimore until he entered 
the Army Air Corps in 1943. He 
was in the Air Corps for three 
years, and served one year in 
the E. T. O. 
While in the Army, "Heavy" 
played basketball on the post 
team at George Field, Illinois. 
He also played at Chanute Field 
where he was one of the top 
scorers for the soldier quintet 
While at Chanute, he shot 66 
points in one game, and remem- 
bers this as being his all-time 
high for any single contest. 
"Hols" was discharged on April 
the first of last year, and entered 
Clemson in July on a football 
scholarship. He played tackle on 
the Tiger football squad last year 
and plans to go out for track 
this coming season. He will com- 
pete in disc throw, shot put, and 
other field events. 
Holshouser plans to be a coach 
when he graduates, and hopes to 
be located in the mid-west. 
at Hotel Cleveland with around 
80 present. Later, the club atten- 
ded the Clemson-Wofford basket- 
ball game as a body. Coach Wal- 
ter Tilley made the trip over to 
the Hub City, and reported a very 
successful meeting. Officers of the 
club are L. B. Massey, president; 
Bert Barr, vice-president; and 
Kenneth Cribb. secretary-treas- 
urer. The board of directors are 
Hugh Foster, P. B. Holtzendorff, 
III, J. L. Adams, and Frank Lee. 




BYERS MEN'S SHOP 
120 N. MAIN  ST. ANDERSON,  S.  C. 
Miirdiison's Inc. 
Anderson's Finest 
HART  SCHAFFNER  &  MARX  CLOTHES 
DOBB'S  HATS FREEMAN   SHOES 
BY BOB BRADLEY 
INTERROGATION FROM THE SIDELINES 
Everywhere you go these days, people ask sueli questions 
as "Why doen't Clemson have a winning athletic combina- 
tion?" "Why don't you get a new coach at Clemson?" "What's 
doing with those 3,000 boys up there?" 
Most critics don't take time out to analyze the situa- 
tion. Some think that if you have a championship team 
one year, you should continue to have one every year. 
The Athletic Department is doing its best to obtain 
good boys, who can make the grade both in the classroom, 
and on the playing field, but it will probably be a couple of 
seasons more before Clemson can build up a winning com- 
bination. 
A point to remember—a good school's reputation does not 
grow from being a consistent winner any more than it grows 
from being a good sport while losing. 
GLEMSON GRID PRACTICE TO START 
Basketball, baseball, and track are taking up most of our 
time these days, but next month, Coach Frank Howard will 
issue the call for spring practice in the Tiger football camp. To 
be exact, the date is February 17, and the head mentor expects 
about 60 or 65 boys to turn out. 
Several men who were absentees for a couple of seasons will 
be back on the gridiron this year. Paulas, an end of the '44 
team, and Salisbury, Ard, and Richardson, guards of the '43 and 
'44 teams are expected back in camp. 
Russ Cohen, a new coach Clemson obtained from VMI, 
will report in time for spring practice, and will assist 
Howard and bis aides in rounding out a good spring prac- 
tice. Coach Cohen was chief scout for the Virginia school 
for about ten years, and is considered one of the best in the 
business. He will help out in the backfield coaching, and 
is a good line adviser also. During Howard's playing days 
at Alabama,  he  and  Cohen became  bosom  buddies,  as 
Cohen was already in coaching duties at that school. 
HOWARD IS HUSTLING 
You can't catch Frank Howard at home very much these 
days because he is burning up the rubber on the highway visit- 
ing Alumni clubs, and making speeches at high school ban- 
quets. 
One may think that all a football coach has to do is sit 
in a big swivel chair, chew tobacco, and occasionally run out 
on the field and see if every thing is going right. Truth of the 
matter is, a coach has more' trouble than Carter has pills. 
During the past ten days or so, Coach Howard and 
Walter Tilley have been making trips to neighboring states 
.seeing what they can see, and hearing what they can hear, 
but you can bet your bottom dollar that they aren't just on 
sight seeing tours. 
Our future success on the gridiron may well depend upon 
Howard's success on the road. If good football players are up 
in the hills, you can expect the coach to be sporting a pair of 
alpine shorts and a walking stick. 
SYMPATHY TO McFADDEN 
. It was with deep regret that we received the news of 
the death of Mrs. J. B. McFadden of Great Falls, mother 
of Coach Banks McFadden. Students and faculty members 
alike send their deepest sympathy to you, Banks. 
HOLTZENDORFF IS CAPTAIN OF SWIMMERS 
We wish to apologize to Linton Holtzendorff for omitting 
Ms name last week as being a captain of the swimming team. 
"Lint" has been doing a majority of the coaching as well as 
acting captain of the aquatic team. Joe Mann who was elected 
captain, has shown little interest in the team due to graduation, 
and "Lint" has shown leadership for the team thus far. 
JONES TO REMAIN AT CLEMSON 
Rumors have been flying around that Clemson would 
lose its end coach, Bob Jones, to Wofford at the beginning 
of the next football season. However, all these rumors have 
been spiked by Dr. Walter K. Greene, president of the 
Spartanburg institution, with the announcement that Jones 
had not been contacted as a possible coach for the 1947 
edition of the Wofford Terriers. We are glad to hear that 
Jones will be around again this year to instruct Tiger 
flankmen. 
DID YOU KNOW THAT ... 
. . . Randy Hinson, baseball coach, has recently claimed 
a better half, and they have set up quarters in the field house? 
 An invitational track meet will be held at the University 
of North Carolina either the last Saturday in February or the 
first Saturday in March Clemson should have another 
cracker-jack baseball team this year? Each of the top 
schools in the state won a major sports title last year? Clemson, 
baseball; Furman, basketball; and Carolina, football.  
Clemson needs more IPTAY members to strengthen the Athletic 
Association? It is always nice to be able to say 




Clemson's outclassed tank squad 
met defeat at the hand of the 
swimming team from Emory Uni- 
versity in Atlanta in their recent 
encounter by a score of 55-19. 
High scorer for the Tiger team 
was R. R. Hirshberg, pre-medicine 
freshman of Sumter, with a total 
of six points. The brilliant form 
displayed caused Hirshberg to be 
a leading contender in each event 
he  entered. 
"Lint" Holtzendorff, veteran 
tankman from Clemson, and 
"Hank" Walker, star end on the 
football team from Griffin, Ga., 
each> collected four points _sharing 
runnerup honors for Clemson. Joe 
Mann of Greenville, who garner- 
ed two points, finished third in 
two events, while Bultman, Mar- 
tin, and Brisendine rang up one 
point each for the team. 
Holtzendorff, back from a long 
hitch in Uncle Sam's service, has 
been handling a major share of 
the coaching duties for the squad. 
Professor Carl McHugh, former 
Clemson backstroke artist, has al- 
so been giving valuable tips to 
the team members. 
The following schedule for the 
Clemson swimmers was released 
by the Tiger swimming mentor: 
North Carolina State at Clemson 
on January 23; Georgia Tech at 
Atlanta on January 24; and the 
University of Georgia at Athens 
on January 29. The following ten- 
tative dates have been listed: 
V. P. I. at Blacksburg on February 
18; University of Florida at 
Clemson on February 19; and a 
return meet with the University 
of Florida at Gainesville on March 
15. 
Invitations for a state . swim- 
ming meet to be held at Clemson 
on February 12 are to be sent j 
out; however, if requested by a 
sufficient number of teams, this 
date may be changed to February 
22. 
According to a statement by 
Coach Holtzendorff. it may be 
necessarv to cancel some of the 
scheduled meets unless more good 
swimmers report. 
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Wofford Topples 
Tigers In First 
Palmetto Defeat 
Clemson's quintet met its first 
state defeat at the hands of the 
Wofford Terriers on the latter's 
court last Tuesday night. The 
final count was 40-31. 
Seay, Wofford center and the 
high point maker in the state, 
took individual' scoring honors for 
the night with 20 points through 
the hoop. "Heavy" Holshouser was 
top man for the Tigers with 10 
tallies. The home club led at the 
half.  20-16. 
The  lineups: 
CLEMSON FG F TP 
F—Pruitt    ..   2 1 5 
..    0 1 1 
F—F.   Ridd'.e   . . ..   1 2 4 
F—Hendley ..   0 1 O 
C—Holshouser   . ..   2 6 10 
C—Bell    ..    0 0 n 
..   1 2 4 
Clemson, Furman 
Gamecocks Lead 
 ♦  
South Carolina Gamecocks are 
out in front in the state"- basket- 
ball race with three wins and no 
defeats. Furman places second 
with a four and one record, and 
Clemson is bringing up the third 
position with three wins and one 
defeat. 
The next game for the Tiger 
quintet will be on January 30 
when they journey over to Due 
West to tangle with the victory- 
less Erskine Flying Fleet. This 
will be the last game until the 
latter part of exam week when the 
Carolina Gamecocks will pay a 
visit  to  Tigertown. 
The standings of state games 
only as of Wednesday night, Jan. 
22, are as follows: 
TEAM W L PF PA 
S. Carolina     3 0 164 116 
Furman  4 1 275 234 
CCemson        3 1 199 162 
C. of Charleston   2 1 167 152 
Wofford        4 2 291 257 
The Citadel     2 2 209 217 
Newberry     1 2 143 141 
P. C    1 6 352 400 
Erskine    0 5 172 192 
G—Freeman      •      1      1 
G—Quinn      2     0     4 
G—L.  Riddle   ....   1     0     2 
WOFFORD FG F TP 
F—Stone    2 2 6 
F—Brooks     0 0 0 
F—Wallace    1 0 2 
C—Seay    8 4 20 
G—Cochran    0 0 0 
G—Mahaffey    2 2 6 





MOST MODERN RESTAURANT 
"Clemson  Students Always Welcome" 




The Clemson Tigers were un- 
successful in their attempt ia^jle- 
feat the Red Terrors of North 
Carolina State, losing the game 
by a score of 86-54 at their meet- 
ing on the Clemson court on Jan- 
uary 11. State went ahead at the 
four-minute mark and were never 
headed after that point. Pruitt, 
Holshouser and Leonard Riddle 
contributed a majority of the 
markers for the Tigers while 
Charles Stine of North Carolina 
State ran away with individual 
scoring  honors  with  22  points, 
On their recent swing through 
North Carolina' the Tiger hoop- 
sters were defeated twice in as 
many attempts. The Clemson bas- 
keteers lost their return game 
with North Carolina State by the 
one-sided score of 69-24 on Jan- 
uary   16.  The  excess height  and 
Track Practice 
To Begin; First 
Meet is April 5 
According to Track Coach 
"Rock" Norman, a call has been 
issued to all men interested in 
going out for this years edition 
of the Clemson track team. This 
will be the first fully scheduled 
season for the team since before 
the war. 
Coach Norman announced that 
five meets have been scheduled 
in addition to the state and con- 
ference meets which will be held 
later in the track season. The 
schedule is April 5, P. C, there; 
April 12, Furman, there; April 
19, Davidson, here; April 26, 
South Carolina, here; and May 
3, N. C. State, here. The State 
Track Meet will be held in Clint- 
on on May 10, and the Confer- 
ence Meet will be held in Chapel 
Hill, North Carolina, on the 16 
and 17 of May. 
The track team is open to all 
students, and workouts have al- 
ready begun; however, regular 
sessions will not be held until 
after exams are out of the way. 
Coach Norman stated that any 
student wishing to go out for the 
track team may get in touch with 
him at the field house anytime 
during the day. 
Men who try out for track 
have a wide variety of events 
from which to choose. The track 
coach announced that the follow- 
ing events would be open for 
competition: 100 yard dash, 220 
yard dash, 440 yard run, 880 yard 
run, mile run, 2 mile run, 120 
high hurdles, and 220 low hur- 
dles. In the field events are the 
high jump, broad jump, pole 
vault, shot put, disc throw, ja- 
velin throw, and mile relay 
which is composed of four men. 
Coach Norman is vitally_Jnter- 
ested in a large turnout being on 
hand after exams, but students 
who have spare time now are 
welcome to get in contact with 
the track coach and have equip- 
ment issued to them in order 
that they may start getting into 
shape. 
superb floorwork of the Terrors 
were the deciding factors in the 
lopsided score. 
The Deacons of Wake Forest 
handed Clemson's Tigers a 67-51 
defeat in Wake Forest, North 
Carolina, January 17. Led by 
"General" Pruitt and "^v^rf" 
Holshouser, the Tigers narrowed, 
the score to 42-37 after five min- 
utes of the second half, bift the 
De; cons' brilliant forward O'Quinn. 
sank four buckets in five minutes 
to salt the game away for his 
teammates. 
'Nothing but the Best' 
Clemson Cafeteria 
In The "Y" 
Home Cooked   Meals Served 
Three Times Daily 
CLEMSON APPLIANCE SHOP 
JOE F. STRDBLING V. MASSEY HUNTER 
Electrical Appliances 
SALES & SERVICE 
SEE US ABOUT SMALL ITEMS— 





THE L. C. MARTIN DRUG CO 
P. S. McCollum, Owner 
.   "The Official College Book and Supply Store" 
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Blue Cord Of Pershing Rifles Is 
Dream Of All Freshmen At Clemson 
Dr Poole Is Elected 
ASAW Vice Pres. 
—♦— 
Dr. R. F. Poole was elected 
Vice President of the Association 
of Southern Agricultural Work- 
ers at a convention of that group 
in Biloxi, Mississippi, January 15 
to 17. 
Also attending the meeting 
were twenty seven Clemson men, 
of which seventeen were faculty 
members and the remainder 
were from the Experiment Sta- 
tion, Extension Service, or the 
U. S. D. A. 
"Southern Agriculture and the 
Next Decade—a Challenge" was 
the theme of this organization, ■which is composed of research 
and extension workers in the 
land grant colleges, industry, and 
other functioning organs in the 
field of agriculture. 
Interest Shown 
In Song Contest 
Members of the committee in 
charge of The Tiger Brotherhood 
music contest have announced 
that letters of inquiry have been 
received during the ' past several 
weeks. However, no compositions 
have  as  yet  been  received. 
Any alumnus, student, faculty 
member, or person who has 
shown great interest in Clemson 
is eligible for this contests ■which  ends  March   31 
Entries must be original, well 
pitched, and "singable." It will 
not be necessary for contestants 
to work out complete arrange- 
ments; a simple melody will suf- 
fice. All compositions will be 
given consideration, and those 
not accepted may be reclaimed 
by the writers. Authors' publica- 
ion rights of those accepted will 
be respected. 
Contestants should address all 
entries to Music Contest, Box 
1097, Clemson, South Carolina. 
Additional information, if desir- 
ed, may be obtained from H. F. 
Frierson, Room 6-101, or from 
the above mailing address. 
Special Short Course 
Offered to Seven Men 
For the past week, seven high 
school graduates have been tak- 
ing a short course in milk test- 
ing here at Clemson. These men 
are io work with the Dairy Herd 
Improvement Association o n 
completion of their instruction. 
"Various professors of the Dairy 
Department are serving as in- 
structors for the course, which 
is  to last until Wednesday. 
This is one of the many short 
courses offered for various groups 
interested in dairying. One of 
the next courses will be concern- 
ing artificial insemination. 
ALL SIZE  AUTO TIRES 
GUARANTEED 
18  MONTHS 
AT REDUCED  PRICES 
Western Auto Store 
SENECA, S. C 
T. D. ARNOLD, Mgrr. 
Rare is the freshman cadet who, 
even before his hair has begun 
to sprout, has not secretly aspired 
to sport diamonds on his shoul- 
ders. His first big chance to gain 
recognition for that goal is win- 
ning a spot in the Pershing Rifles. 
Whether he's eliminated at the 
start of the nerve-racking drill, 
or whether he comes through tri- 
umphantly, the enterprising first 
year man will agree that it was 
worth the try. 
With the annual occurrence of 
competition and pledging of "Bul- 
lets," the Pershing Rifles has be- 
come a tradition at Clemson. Dur- 
ing initiation the pledges carry 
blue rifle-shaped paddles which 
soon transfer their color (with a 
bit of black) to a certain vulner- 
able portion of their anatomy. 
It is therefore difficult to 
realize that Clemson's unit is 
merely a part of nation-wide or- 
ganization whose own traditions 
extend back to 1892, before Clem- 
son had graduated its first class. 
It was in that year that an- 
other enterprising young man;: 
Lieutenant John J. Pershing by 
name, organized "Co. A of the 
Nebraska Regiment" at the Uni- 
versity of Nebraska. Owing to the 
distinction it and its leaders won, 
the company was named the 
"Pershing Rifles" when the then 
future World War I A. E. F. Com- 
mander left the institution. Thirty 
two years after its establishment, 
in 1925, the Pershing 'Rifles be- 
gan branching out. first with Ohio 
State University, until at the pre- 
sent time few ROTC organizations 
lack that unit. 
As stated in its constitut:on, 
the purpose of the Pershing Rifles 
is to "encourage, preserve, and de- 
velop the highest ideals of the 
Reserve Officers' Training Corps 
military profession, to promote 
American citizenship, to create a 
closer and more efficient relation- 
ship between men, and to provide 
appropriate recognition of a high 
degrea of military ability among 
the cadets of the several senior 
units." 
Graduate Opens New 
Engineering Firm 
Alexander C. Crouch, mech- 
anical engineering '38, has open- 
ed the Piedmont Engineering 
Service in Greenville. The new- 
business will specialize in land 
surveying, property development, 
drafting, printing, and photo- 
copying. 
Mr. Crouch, the son of Dr. 
and Mrs. S. J. L. Crouch of Clem- 
son, was recently discharged 
from the army as a lieutenant 
colonel after five and a half 
years service in the Signal Corps. 
He is a registered surveyor and 
a member of the International 
Association of Blue Printers and 
Allied Industries. 
Fellowship Club Sees 
War Film on Germany 
—■■»■— 
The Fellowship Club, which 
sponsors local civic interest?, 
met last Tuesday night at the 
YMCA for its second meeting of 
the month. 
Major Wv M. Rowe of the 
Greenville Army Air Base show- 
ed the group films taken of the 
Eighth Air Force during actual 
bombing missions over Germany, 
with special emphasis on fighter 
plane technique. 
Recently, the Fellowship Club 
had been instrumental in the 
bringing of Dr. W. A. Sibrans to 
Clemson. 
Candy Helps ! 
A box of chocolates is a 
good thing to take along 
when you  meet her folks. 
But equally good insurance 
for a warm welcome is an 
Arrow shirt and a wrinkle- 
resistant Arrow tie. Then 
you'll really be a young man 
of distinction! 
ARROW—YOUNG AMERICA'S FAVORITE SHIRT 
Stewart-Meritt Company 
Greenville, S. C. 26 S. Main St. 
. -ARROW- 
POM »i »saggfr> 
Engineering 
Books & Supplies 
Anything in the Engineering 
Student's Line 
Veteran's Requisitions Temporarily 
cannot be honored 
Clemson Student Supply 
Owned by a Clemson Student 
LEWIS A. (RED) CRAWFORD 
Across the street from Evan's 5 and 10s Store 
NATIONAL SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA, CONDUCTED BY HANS KIN DLER 
New Instruments Will 
Allow Band to Grow 
Newly arrived instruments, 
valued at several thousand dol- 
lars, point to further expansion 
of the Clemson Concert Band. 
According to Professor Hugh H. 
McGarity, head of the Music De- 
partment, the band will be \able 
to take in several new members 
for next semester. 
It is the mistaken belief o± 
some students that only mem- 
bers of the military band are al- 
lowed to play in the concert 
band. However, Professor Mc- 
Garity stated that any student, 
may try out for the concert band 
and urges those; interested to 
contact him before this semester 
ends, so they may be included 
with the old members in the 
plans for next semester. All 
members are selected for their 
playing ability, he said, and ail 
possible consideration will be 
given to anyone interested en- 




Mr. George W. Campbell, na- 
tionally known song leader and 
humorist, spent last week on 
the campus as guest of the col- 
lege YMCA. Prior to serving 
three years in the Army, Mr. 
Campbell was chairman of mus- 
ic for Kiwanis International and 
director of music for the George 
Williams   College,   Chicago. 
While at Clemson he conduct- 
ed singing at two vesper serv- 
ices programs, twice daily be- 
tween movies, at open house for 
ROTC, at informal gatherings of 
veterans and campus folk, in 
mass meeting of ROTC, at Cent- 
ral and Clemson High School, 
for the Seneca Rotary, and for 
a joint meeting of several of the 
religious organizations. M r. 
Campbell's last meeting was a 
lecture on leading group singing. 
The next guest of the "Y" will 
be Dr. James L. Ellenwood, YM- 
CA State Secretary for New 
York, who will speak at vespers 
on February 2. 
L. C. Martin Dug Co 
—Continued from Page I 
of those which are required of 
other students pursuing the same 
or comparable courses, and in 
no instances will be greater in 
variety, quality, or amount than 
as are required of other students 
Items which are commonly used 
for personal purposes, such as 
fountain pens, brief cases, type- 
writers, etc., although also used 
in connection with the course of 
education or training, will not 
be provided by the Veterans Ad- 
ministration. In those ' instances 
where an article is available in 
several prices, grades, or qual- 
ities, the Veterans Administration 
will pay for the furnishing of 
only such quality or grade as 
will meet the requirements of 
the need which the article is in- 
tended to serve." 
The following paragraphs are 
based on usage and rulings gov- 
erning purchase on the G. I. 
account: 
(2) Veterans presenting prop- 
er credentials are authorized to 
purchase and have charged to 
their accounts only the books, 
supplies, and equipment requir- 
ed of all students (civilian or 
veteran) in pursuance of a 
course. 
(3) Lists of the required books, 
supplies, and equipment are 
furnished the book store by the 
Department Heads  and Deans. 
(4) Items which cannot be 
charged to the G. I. account in- 
clude: fountain pens, desk sets, 
mechanical pencils, typewriters, 
study lamps, staplers, punches, 
brief cases, leather and zipper 
notebooks and reference materi- 
al. 
(5) The veteran cannot purch- 
ase on G. I. account any better 
quality supplies than those re- 
quired of civilian students. Any 
difference will be paid by the 
veteran. 
(6) When  a  particular  article 
Phi Psi, National Honorary Textile 
Fraternity, Establishes Good-Will 
At Clemson, the fraternity 
which is operated for and by tex- 
tile students is Phi Psi, National 
Honorable Textile ■ Fraternity. The 
Clemson group has been designa- 
ted as the Iota chapter by the 
national  organization. 
Phi Psi was founded at the 
Philadelphia Textile School in 
1903 to accelerate the growth of 
the textile industry. Another goal 
was to establish an organization 
which would give textile students 
a chance to assemble and discuss 
subjects of common interest. This 
was basically to create congenial 
and fraternal feelings among the 
future leaders of the textile in- 
dustry. Since its conception, this 
organization has grown rapidly 
until now there are chapters in 
all textile'schools as well as many 
alumni chapters in various cities. 
The Iota chapter was founded 
at Clemson in 1927 and is the 
oldest Greek letter fraternity on 
the campus. This group had 12 
students as its nucleus; the only 
charter member still at Clemson 
is Professor D. P. Thompson. 
To show how this group has 
grown, there were over 150 mem- 
bers of this chapter who were in 
the service during World War II. 
At nresent there are 45 under- 
graduate members on the campus. 
Officers of the group are Presi- 
dent E. T. Mcllwain, Textile 
Chemistry senior from Atlanta, 
Ga; Vice President, W. D. Clark, 
Textile Engineering senior from 
Lexington, N. C.; Secretary- 
Treasurer J. R. Clark, Textile En- 
gineering senior from Walhalla; 
Senior Warden W. B. Greyard. 
Textile Engineering Senior from 
Greenville; and Junior Warden W. 
E. Broadwell, Texjtile Chemistry 
senior from Sumter. 
Present faculty adviser is Pro- 
fessor W. D. Blair. 
The qualifications for admis- 
sion vary with the class a student 
is in. The highest textile student 
in   the   Sophomore   class   receives 
New Position Filled 
In Dairy Department 
——•■— 
Dr. Harold Kinard of Ruffin 
will join the Dairy Department 
staff next semester to fill the 
new position of veternarian. 
He attended Clemson for three 
years taking pre-medicine and 
then transferred to Kansas State 
College where he received his 
doctor's degree as a veternarian. 
Much of the work of this new 
position will be concerned with 
artificial insemination. 
a bid if his grade point ratio is 
above 6.00. First semester juniors 
are admitted with a ratio of 6.00, 
while second semester students 
need a 5.00 ratio. Seniors in their 
first semester qualify with a 4.5 
and second semester men with a 
4.25. Also considered in selecting 
a candidate is the student's char- 
acter, outside interests, and per- 
sonality. New members are tap- 
ped  each  semester. 
This group sponsors an annual 
supper for Phi Psi alumni each 
year at homecoming. They also 
initiate a clean-up campaign in 
the spring. The "Bobbin and 
Beaker," journalistic organ of 
this group is at present being re- 
organized. 
Moore Elected 
C. F. S. Officer 
CLEMSON, S. C, MONDAY, JANUARY 27, 1947 
Prof McGarity Head Of Recently 
Organized Department Of Music 
William H. Moore, arts and 
sciences sophomore of Sandy 
Springs, was elected Tourney 
Chairman of the Calhoun Foren- 
sic Society, the college debating 
organization, on January 16. In 
this office Moore will direct 
Clemson debating teams at in- 
tercollegiate debates. 
C. J. Hipp, recently elected 
president of the organization 
states that plans are now being 
made for C. F. S. members to 
represent the college in inter-col- 
legiate debates in the near fu- 
ture. 
All- students who are interest 
ed in becoming members of this 
halt-century old debating organ- 
ization should write a letter, stat- 
ing their desire, to Secretary T. 
S. Fox, Box 856, Clemson. 
M. D. Moore Leaves 
For Riverdale Mills 
M. D. Moore, textile '43 of the 
Textile Department, has announc- 
ed his resignation, effective at 
the end of this semester. Moore 
will be employed by Riverdale 
Mills in Enoree to do research, 
testing, and costing work. He 
states that he is anxious to re- 
turn to Clemson at some future 
date. 
Frank C. Rogers, who will 
graduate in February, has been 
engaged to replace Moore, and it 
is expected that one other in- 
structor will be obtained before 
the second semester.    • 
Students Set High 
Scholastic Record 
During Summer Term 
Figures released by the Regis- 
trar's office indicate that stu- 
dents who attended the 1946 sum- 
mer semester attained the high- 
est scholastic mark ■ recorded here 
in the past fifteen years, and 
probably the highest in the 53- 
year history of the school. 
The first scholastic honor list 
was compiled in 1932, and since 
that time only one student in ten 
has qualifigd for this list by 
making an average of 'B" or 
better. During the 1946 summer 
semester . one student in four 
qualified for this honor, howeve:. 
Of the 933 students enrolled 
in the summer school 226 made 
honors. Twenty six per cent of 
the veteran students made the 
honor roll and almost eleven per 
cent of the non-veterans were in 
the select group. 
G. E. Metz, Registrar, announc- 
ed that the list on the 1946 sum- 
mer honor list will be available 
for publication early in Febru- 
ary. 
When Mc&arity entered college, 
the head of the Department of 
Music at the University of Geor- 
gia, Professor Hugh Hodgson, 
awarded him a piano scholarship 
to the University. While study- 
ing there, he was the student di- 
rector of the University of Geor- 
gia Band He played first -chair 
trombone in the Band, and in 
the Little Symphony Orchestra, 
which corresponds to our Concert 
Band. 
During his naval career, he was 
stationed at the Pre-Flight School 
at Athens, Georgia, where he di- 
rected a sixty-voice choir of ca- 
dets. 
Released from the Navy, Mc- 
Garity returned to the University 
of Georgia as a graduate stu- 
dent. During this time he 
composed "A Suite For Doug" 
(named for his small son), "A 
Piano Quartet", and "A Theme 
and Variations", all for the pi- 
ano. In September, 1946, he was 
awarded the degree, Master of 
Fine   Arts. 
Upon completion of his course, 
McGarity and his family moved 
to Clemson, where he took up 
duties as the head of a depart- 
ment which practically did net 
exist.   Under   his,., direction   The 
6 Class Plans 
Little Theatre 
Plans have been drawn up for 
conversion of an as yet unidenti- 
fied old building on the campus 
for use as a little theater. The 
construction is to be undertaken 
with the sponsorship of the class 
of 1916 as soon as the present 
scarcity of building materials is 
relieved. 
Although a definite site has 
not been chosen, the old print 
shop, where the class of 1916 laid 
a cornerstone during its reunion 
in 1941, and the sheep barn are 
under consideration for the 
change. 
If plans are carried out, a 
museum to house relics of Clem- 
son's past will be included in 
the works. 
The theater, which would seat 
some 250 persons, could be used 
for meetings of school groups as 
well as for the theatrical pre- 
sentations. 
British Meet South 
Carolina Potatoes 
South Carolina's own sweet po- 
tatoes will be introduced to the 
British people through their Am- 
bassador to the United States, 
when General Robert M. Little- 
john presents him a bushel of 
"yams". 
''•General LittlejoSm, War As- 
sets Administrator and brother 
of Clemson's Business Manager 
J. C. Littlejohn, will present the 
potatoes individually wrapped, 
to the Ambassador in Washing- 
ton. The potatoes will be a tok- 
en of gratitude for the many 
favors extended the General 
while in England serving on the 
SHAEF  staff.     . 
Gen. Littlejohn, who attended 
Clemson for two years, 1906 and 
1907, received an appointment to 
West Point and graduated from 
that institution. He entered the 
army soon after and was recently 
retired by Congress. 
Military and Concert Bands ,3na 
the Glee Club are being develop- 
ed into smooth-functioning and 
smooth playing units. 
Complete Line  of Model  Airplanes and  Supplies 
BILLARD & GETTYS 
SPORTING GOODS 
127 EAST WHITNER STREET ANDERSON, S. C. 
Reed Miller, a former Clemson 
student from Andeuson, wrote 
the music to the song "Carolina", 
which was used in the inaugura- 
tion ceremonies at Columbia, 
January 21. While at Clemson 
Miller was known for his tenor 
voice 
Decca Scores Again 
HEARTACHES 
TED WEEMS And His Orchestra 
Featuring   Elmo   Tanner,   the   Blind   Whistler. 
OH MONAH! 
(YOU  SHALL BE  FREE) B 
Recorded on the otherside of the 
"Heartaches" platter, this tune 
as sung by Country Washburn 
is rapidly  gaining in popularity. 
JOHN B. LEE 
Photography and  Records 
120  E. BENSON Phone  1063 
Five Students Solve 
The Housing Problem 
—♦■— 
Partial solution of the hous- 
ing shortage has been solved by 
five students who are now liv- 
ing in the firehouse. 
These men are all veterans and 
moved into the firehouse because 
of lack of space in barracks. 
The five students are R. L. 
Allen, mechanical engineering 
freshman of Greenville; W. E- 
Blackman, textile engineering 
senior from Lancaster; W. L. 
Johnson, horticulture senior from 
Aiken; T. H. Belser, pre-medi- 
cine senior from Summerton; and 
L.| W. Salter, general science 
senior from Johnston. 
In addition to the students, 
two regular firemen are on duty 
at the station, one during the 
day, and one at night. 
is required for use in more than 
one subject or unit course, or 
in another term, quarter, or se- 
mester, or in 'a succeeding school 
year, such article will not be 
duplicated. 
(7) Articles which are lost, 
stolen or misplaced will not be 
replaced at Government expense. 
(8) A veteran who changes his 
course will be required to pay 
the reasonable value of the un- 
expended articles which cannot 
be utilized in the course to 
to which he has changed. 
TRAVEL BT BUS 
Economical... Safe 
yy-:'^:::^y:^:^y^y. 
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CALL 3481 FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON FARES AND SCHEDULES 
PURCHASE OUR COMMUTER BOOK 33% OFF OF REGULAR RIDERS 
CAROLINA STAGES, INC 
is owned and operated by an old Clemson man Hamish Turner, Class of 1929.   Your interests are his. 
